After more than 20 years of pioneering wireless DMX and RDM innovation for entertainment and architectural lighting, City Theatrical’s revolutionary Multiverse® wireless DMX/RDM system can broadcast as many as 10 universes of DMX data from a single transmitter, while producing less radio energy than present-day single universe systems. Multiverse’s patent-pending wireless DMX/RDM technology has been enabling scalability of wireless lighting data like never before for entertainment projects all around the world, including the following theatrical, television, live events and architectural projects.

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

BROADWAY & BEYOND  Click on an icon below to learn more about the wireless DMX solution for the project.

- **Hadestown**
- **Moulin Rouge! The Musical**
- **Frozen**
- **Jagged Little Pill**
- **Harry Potter and the Cursed Child**
- **Moulin Rouge! The Musical Australia**
- **Frozen Australia**
- **Chasing Rainbows at the Papermill Playhouse**

TELEVISION SERIES

- **The Unicorn** on CBS
- **Everything’s Gonna Be Okay** on Freeform
- **Saturday Night Live** on NBC
- **Evening News with Norah O’Donnell** on CBS
- **MSNBC Studio at 30 Rock**
- **The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel** on Amazon Prime
- **LIVE with Kelly and Ryan** on WABC
- **Stranger Things** on Netflix

LIVE EVENTS & ARCHITAINMENT

- **Super Bowl LIVE** at Bayfront Park in Miami, Florida
- **Historic Hudson Valley’s Great Jack-o-Lantern Blaze** in Croton-on-Hudson, New York
- **Balmoral Event Center at Balmoral Resort** in Haines City, Florida
- **The Polar Express Train Ride** in Chicago, Illinois
- **The Joyce Theater** in New York, New York
- **Peery’s Egyptian Theatre** in Ogden, Utah
- **The Muny Theatre** in St. Louis, Missouri
- **Texas State Aquarium** in Corpus Christi, Texas

Watch our full Multiverse Wireless DMX Webinar Playlist on YouTube.